Environmental
Policy
Purpose of this policy

The HealthSure Group Limited is committed to contributing wholly to our industries efforts in minimising the impact of
our activities on our environment. We embrace our obligation to perform our operations in a socially responsible way,
driving an efficient and lean business model, and committing to ensuring our environmental policies are ingrained in
our business. We want to contribute to the establishment of a thriving environment for future generations by actively
managing our carbon footprint and investing in carbon offsetting.

Actionable steps toward honouring our commitment
In pursuit of these goals, HealthSure Group commit to;
1 Actively exploring ways in which we can completely 		
eliminate environmentally harmful or detrimental 		
processes, changing how we do our business, in a 		
pragmatic and efficient way e.g. remove or limit the
need for paper driven processes.

6 Use product ranges which minimise the environmental
impact of production and distribution.

2 Minimise waste by evaluating operations and ensuring
they are designed to be as lean as possible.

8 Implement training programs for our workers, raising 		
awareness of environmental issues and enlisting their 		
support in improving our performance.

3 Minimise toxic emissions through our logistics and
supply chain design; including our use of vehicles
and/or fleet to support our operations.
4 Assess, monitor and limit our power requirements
through energy efficient equipment selection; low
power consumption lighting; efficient heating and 		
cooling of premises; and considering alternative
energy sources where possible.
5 Actively promote recycling both internally and also 		
throughout our supply chain.
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7 Meet or exceed all the environmental legislation that 		
relates to our operations.

9 Measure our impact on the environment and set targets
for ongoing improvement.

10 Use the Woodland Carbon Credit scheme, or any 		
other accredited programme to offset the greenhouse 		
gas emissions generated by our activities, and operate 		
in carbon neutrality.

